Chapter 1
A study of the New Testament beatitude
and the beatitude series in Matthew
5:3-10: A new approach to
'Gattungsforschung'

1.1 Introductory remarks
In 1976 Markert said that in historical critical studies of form- and gattungskritische
nature the dilemma of modern biblical scholarship comes to light. Although it is
possible to describe the method of Form- and Gattungskritik, this method can not
always be referred to the results of their application. Results still to come from the
application of this method, could modify the Form- and Gattungskritik practiced up
to now- in some instances even change it altogether (Markert 1976:86). The aim of
this essay is to make a contribution in this regard.
Gattungforschung is indicated by the terms Gattungskritik or Gattungsgeschichte in recent literature. This term has traditionally been used as an equivalent
for the term Formgeschichte (the English Form Criticism), or one has been seen as
an umbrella concept including the other. My preference for the choice of the term
Gattungsforschung as an indication of the method for investigating literary types in
biblical literature would hopefully be self-evident at the end of this contribution.
Formgeschichte is an element in the historical-critical method of exegesis and
stemmed from the one-sidedness of the old literarkritische method as it was practiced
by the Julius Wellhausen School in particular. Ever since the end of the Second
World War the formgeschichtliche method has, at a surprisingly fast rate, gained a
very prominent place amongst the investigative methods of biblical literature.
Indeed, the point of departure was that a biblical pericope could only be interpreted
correctly once a study of its specific literary form and its particular Sitz im Leben had
been undertaken. The pronouncement in this respect made by Hermann Gunkel, in
many ways the father of this investigative method, is known world wide, when he
stated that one who studies an author, without knowing the Gattung the author uses,
starts the building of the house with the roof.
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For a period biblical literary theory did not take cognizance of the results of
the new development in the area of general linguistics with the key word 'structure'.
Today the situation has changed somewhat. Regarding Gattungsforschung, it was
Wolfgang Richter (1970, 1971), an Old Testament scholar, in particular, who started
looking at the traditional fonngeschichtliche investigative method differently on the
basis of more recent insights. Richter's exegetic approach consists of a plurality of
methods. It is an exegetic approach in which different facets such as Literarkritik,
textual criticism, structure, Gattung, semantics, historical perspectives, such as
tradition criticism, and finally redaction criticism all have a place and fulfill a need.
His literary theory (including his more modern approach to Gattungsforschung)
essentially is an attempt to present a refinement of the existing literary investigative
methods as well as an attempt to combine diachronic facets with synchronic facets
with a view to establishing meaning. However, the sequence is always that the
synchronic provides the material upon which the diachronic has to be built and
never the reverse. This point of departure soon gave rise to a change in the
situation regarding methodological consciousness. It is very noticeable in the book
Exegese des A/ten Testaments which was published in 1973 with Georg Fohrer (1973)
and others as editors. Gunter Wanke (1973), for example, states in his book that the
linguistic analysis forms the basis for all further exegetic steps, especially in Formand Gattungkritik, and Motiv- and Traditionskritik, which both rely on the results of
language analysis in their quest for set patterns.. With reference to the New
Testament Klaus Berger's 'multi-linear approach' (see Berger 1977) is known,
although it is completely different from Richter's and is, in my own opinion, also
unacceptable (see later). Regarding criticism of Richter, the works of Klaus Koch,
and H Barth & 0 H Steck may be mentioned.
That which is applicable to Richter's motif in respect of his method of
approach in general is also applicable to a single facet such as Gattungsforschung.
He namely wishes to limit the trust the critic puts in emotions, fantasy and intuition
by means of controllable criteria- something that is not really part of the traditional
approach (see Richter 1970:219). Richter not only emphasized the well-known fact
that there are different directions within the traditional fonngeschichtliche approach
but he also is of the opinion that ever since Gunkel not enough attention has been
given to the criteria of this investigative method (see Richter 1971:126). And it is
applicable to both the New and the Old Testament.
Like Wolfgang Richter - but not without criticism and changes in methodology - and on the basis of the authority of the insights gained through the more
recent language and literary theories, I would like to indicate the flaws in the
traditional Fonngeschichte even more clearly. On the basis of these insights a new
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approach to Gattungsforschung is described and honed. There are three important
insights that are applicable in this regard and all these may be attributed to the
pioneer of modem linguistics, Ferdinand de Saussure (1916). The three insights are
firstly the difference between Ia langue and Ia parole, secondly the structural method
in linguistics, and thirdly the difference between the synchronic and diachronic
approach.
Gattungsforschung does not have the same objectives in the investigation of
the Old Testament that it has in the New Testament, even though both literary
corpora are of the same origin. I am convinced that the results of Richter's
investigation in respect of the Old Testament may also be applied successfully to the
New Testament, although I am not aware of any researcher who has done this.
The exposition that follows has been structured by means of four headings,
namely 'Identification of the Gattung', 'The Sitz im Leben of the Gattung', 'Function
of the Gattung' and 'Gattungsgeschichte'.

12 Identification of the 'Gattun(
Richter queries the traditional approach of using the aspect of Geschichtlichkeit as
criterion in order to identify Gattungen, and consequently he is not satisfied with the
term Formgeschichte. He feels that the weakness of the traditional approach is, in
fact, reflected in the composition of the term Formgeschichte (see Richter 1970:216).
In view of the difference between synchronism and diachronism the aspect of
Geschichtlichkeit still remains a facet of Gattungsforschung occupying its own specific
methodological place. He wishes to distinguish between, what he calls, Formenkritik
and Formkritik. He uses the term Gattungskritik to combine these two facets.
Gattungsgeschichte is the last and, as such, a separate facet. The distinction will
hopefully become clearer during the discussion which follows.
Pericopes and textual units are isolated by means of the literarkritische
methodological facet. Such a pericope displays an 'ornamental', 'external', and
'internal' form. The 'ornamental' is the formal information in the pericope which is
processed through an analysis of the rhyme, alliteration, assonance, rhythm, et
cetera (Richter 1971:80-84). The 'external' is the literarkritische limitation
mentioned above and is done by means of criteria such as lexeme uses, lexeme
groups, sentence types and stylistic detail (see Richter 1970:22-23; 1971:50-62). It
also includes criteria like repetition and tension. The determination of the
'external' form is controlled by an analysis of the 'internal' form. The latter is the
structure of the pericope and an analysis is done by means of formal syntactic
categories. This structured unit refers to what Richter indicates by means of the
term Form and what I will refer to with the term form or structure henceforth.
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In other words Richter means something else than the traditional 'source
criticism' as practised by the Wellhausen School, in particular when he uses the term
Literarkritik. However, this term is also used in Germany to indicate literary work in
general (cf i a Sellin 1969:30). The structural approach of the so-called American
'literary criticism' in turn uses the term in a much narrower sense ( cf i a Beardsly
1975). I prefer to talk about pericope demarcation when indicating the analysis of
the so-called 'external form'. Within the Gattungsforschung the peri cope
demarcation, essentially, is preliminary work which is done in respect of the analysis
of the 'internal form'. I have named the latter structural analysis. The technique I
have applied is that which has been developed within the framework of the New
Testament Society of South Africa under the leadership of J P Louw ( cf i a Louw
1973:101-118; 1976:75-99). In contrast to Richter, however, I do not consider the
analysis of the so-called 'ornamental form' to be a separate methodological step
within the Gattungsforschung. The aspects Richter combines under this term are
important but to my mind form part of the structural analysis.
Richter and Markert have named the demarcated textual units Formen (see
Richter 1971:132; Markert 1973:82). The comparison between the different Formen
is known to them as Formenkritik to distinguish it from the term Formkritik. The
latter is the study of the 'ornamental', the 'external', and the 'internal' form.
Each textual unit has a unique structure. But when various texts display
certain similarities such related texts may be seen as a typical group and such a
group may be indicated by means of the term Gattung (cf Richter 1971:131). Once
the form of a unit has been determined it is not always evident whether this form
was structured in this way on a one-time and incidental basis or whether it is a
manifestation of Gattung. From this it is evident that one can only speak of a
Gattung once one has proven the existence of at least two independent, similarly or
relatively structured units. Only then does it become possible to discuss the
question of the identification of the Gattung in detail (Richter 1971: 138). This does
not mean that textual units need to be patterned along the same lines before they
can be grouped together as a specific Gattung. The more similarities one needs to
fulfil the requirements of a Gattung the smaller the Gattung is; the fewer similarities
the bigger the Gattung becomes (see Markert 1973:99). This implies that the term
Gattung can be used in respect of both small and extended units as was the case in
the traditional Formgeschiclzte. Heinrich Zimmermann ( 1974: 135), for example,
regarded the term Gattung as the general term and considered the Gospels, the
Acta, the Epistle, and the Apocalypse, as being part thereof in respect of the New
Testament. Smaller units like the apopthegm he called Formen, while he also
distinguished short, fixed expressions and called them Formeln. Therefore a
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Gattung need not always be a pericope. Literary types often consist of a fixed
literary construction only. In these cases pericope demarcation and structural
analysis as used in larger units, will be unnecessary. Identification should, however,
still take cognizance of the difference between synchronism and diachronism.
Imitating Loader (1975:19), I use the term Gattung in respect of both large and
smaller units, and the term Makrogattung in respect of broader units such as the
Gospels.
Where the form of a unit is established by means of formal syntactic
categories (cola) the Gattung is identified by determining the communal 'structural
features' of the structurally related and literary independent forms, and in this way
describing the characteristics of the Gattung. This is why Richter queries the
traditional method which uses the aspect of Geschichtlichkeit as criterion to isolate
Gattungen. The communal structural characteristics cannot be recognized on the
basis of a diachronic comparison. That may be the case, but the opposite has been
proven by a large number of cases (see Richter 1981:129). A comparison between
the forms of separate units is obviously necessary in order to identify Gattungen.
Yet the principle that diachronism follows synchronism and not the reverse still
applies (Richter 1971: 131). Consequently Richter distinguishes between two
synchronic facets in Gattungsforschung. The first he names Gattungskritik where
structurally related forms are compared and Gattungen is isolated. (Naturally the
series of texts that are relevant in the study are first demarcated, whereafter the
stucture of each unit is analysed separately.) The second is the question regarding
the life setting (Sitz im Leben) of the Gattung including the question of its function.
But before we progress to the discussion of this facet in Gattungsforschung I would
like to say something about the most important methodological change I had made
to Richter's approach, namely the relationship between form and content in
Gattungsforschung.
Richter ( 1971: 136-138) carefully indicates that 'provisionally' he does not
regard content to be constitutive to Gattung. Content can only be determined in
respect of a concrete textual unit. And because he regards Gattung as a theoretical
abstraction, that is only adequately outlined by its function, the 'text type' of a
Gattung can indicate only the grouping of separate contents (in accordance with the
different separate concrete textual units). Therefore the 'unique' content of an
individual textual unit which is regarded as belonging to a typical group of units on
the basis of objective syntactic rules is unusable as 'Gattung characteristics', because
one must then accept as many Gattung sub-groups as there are unique contents in
one group of Formen. That would render the concept Gattung pointless (see

Richter 1971:133).
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I find that, in the light of what was traditionally done, there is some sympathy
for Richter's point of view but feel that it definitely is too redactional. With the
traditional approach uncontrollable criteria was often applied to Gattungsforschung.
Since Gunkel's time this has often been under discussion in spite of the
commendable claim by Barth & Steck (1973:99) that, as exponents of the traditional
approach, they agree with Richter that a distinction should be made between the
aspects of content and form but that 'performative function' also cannot be
determined without establishing the form. Dodd (1969:1-10) serves as an example
of the Beatitudes in the Gospels. According to Dodd the Beatitudes in the Gospels
of Matthew and Luke present different forms, each of which is a distinctive and
characteristic literary product. These are related to various existing compositional
forms and each is, in spite of the degree of communality, a product in its own right.
The content of the form in the Luke pericope (beatitudes versus woe-cries)
proclaims a reversal in the situation. Dodd calls this phenomenon the peripeteia something which also appears in the other pericopes of the Gospels. The content of
the Matthew pericope has an ethical meaning. His viewpoint thus is that there is a
correlation between form and content. Although the form was not isolated in terms
of fixed, defined criteria Dodd indicated some structural marking elements. Though
he had a feeling for structural analysis he did not use it as a basis for the
identification of Gattungen but eventually it was based fairly exclusively on the
viewpoints derived from the content. This was also found with Gunkel (1933) at an
earlier stage. His category, Klagelieder des Volkes ( = laments of the people), is
distinguished from the category, Danklieder des Volkes ( = the people's song of
thanksgiving), on the basis of the content 'thanksgiving' and 'lament' while the forms
did not really serve as diagnostic criteria.
Richter's viewpoint is that he wants to disregard content in all aspects of
Gattungsforschung. This is where Richter parts the way with many scholars who
largely agree with him (myself included; cf Markert 1973:98). Content and form are
not entities that have been accidentally combined; they may rather be seen as units
which constitute meaning. In the semantic structure analysis technique which is
applied by the New Testament Society of South Africa, and where the purely
syntactic colon analysis of the text is written down with a semantic analysis based
upon the Nida model of dynamic-equivalent Bible translation ( cf Nida & Taber
1974; Louw 1976; Vorster 1979) the term 'surface structure' is used as equivalent of
Richter's form and the term 'deep structure' as equivalent of Richter's content.
Bearing this in mind it becomes clear why I do not wish to separate form and
content. Barth & Steck's (1973:100) remark in this regard remains applicable, when
they ask the question whether iiberlieferungsgeschichtliche analysis is the same thing
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as Gattung classification. Furthermore, one can also ask what gattungsgeschichtliche
work comprises of, when one should disregard the typical content and thematic
scope of linguistic expressions, and stick solely to formalized phenomena.. Klaus
Berger (1977:134) even goes as far as, and I feel undeservedly, describing Richter as
'hostile towards content'. Gattungsforschung may not be restricted to the formal
only. However, Richter's viewpoint presents the framework for the refinement of
results.
I will use a schematic representation to explain my views in this regard. At
the same time the sketch will serve as a summary of the new approach to
Gattungsforschung that I put forward in this essay. The sketch was adopted from the
work of Markert (1973:98) but was adapted to suit my aim.
pericope demarcation
semantic structural
analysis
pericope comparison
typical group
group comparison

S

D

Sitz im Leben

Gattung identification

Function ~ Gattungsgeschichte
P = Pericope
S = Surface structure = form
D = Deep structure = content

From the above sketch it is clear that the aspects of form and content are taken into
consideration in all the facets of Gattungsforschung. Notwithstanding my
sympathetic attitude towards Richter's point of view I feel that his approach is too
one-sided.
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Richter's method contains a contradiction. This is due to the fact that in the
pericope demarcation a phenomenon such as 'tension' (one of his literarkritische
criteria) is, in fact, nothing else than an aspect of content (cf Loader 1978:9).
Content could also play a role in structural analysis.
With regard to the identification of the Gattung the comparison of not only
units that are structurally related is required but these units should also be
semantically related. What we are concerned with here is not that which is referred
to above as 'content moments' but content in the sense of the meaning of a textual
unit which is inextricably connected to its form. This basic, and very important
viewpoint in respect of the Gattungsforschung is explained in the above schematic
representation by means of the symbols S (surface structure = form) and D (deep
structure = content). In the same way that there is a distinction between form and
content in the semantic structure analysis of a specific textual unit although these
cannot be separated at all because together they constitute meaning, the aspects
form and content cannot be separated in the comparison of these units which belong
to a typical group.
The benefit gained through the above explanation (which largely concurs
with that of Markert) is that for the first time fixed demarcated criteria are applied
where diachronism (comparison of units) follows synchronism (semantic structure
analysis), and where Gattungen is not based on content (traditional Formgeschichte)
alone, neither in arbitrary manner on first content and then form. This arbitrary
nature is to be found in Klaus Berger's modern approach which aims to determine
Gattungen or 'text types' on the basis of the roles played by the actants in the
communication of the text (see Berger 1977: 128). According to Berger, who leans
on the new reception and communication theory, we have to use as our point of
departure - mainly because the primary aim of language is to communicate - the fact
that all 'text types' display communication-directed characteristics and should
therefore be distinguished according to the type of discourse situation. The
distinction is consequently situated in the roles played by the speaker and the listener
in the communication situation. The speaker, for example, announces his role
explicitly by means of the so-called illocutive sentences such as question, allegation
and admonition, and on the basis of this different 'text types' may be distinguished
such as questions, instruction, salutation, admonition and narrative. Other 'text
types' are determined on the basis of the relevant participants such as the prayer in
which both God and man are participants, or on the basis of the type of discourse
such as a dialogue or a monologue. Berger feels that in this manner he will be able
to take thorough cognizance of what he calls 'a multi-linear approach to Gattungen'.
Berger, however, shows that he does not deal with fixed criteria. He isolates some
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'text types' on grounds of the content. His definition of Gattung as well as the names
given to his various Gattungen display some major defects. He names the Emmaus
peri cope (Lk 24: 13-35) Wiedererkennungsgeschichte; the episode played out before
Pilate (Mk 15:1-5) is called a 'trial', and John 1:1-18 a 'prologue'. He shows very
little understanding about the problem regarding Wolfgang Richter and the
distinction between form and content, and consequently also about the structural
approach of modern linguistics. Berger furthermore takes little notice of the
principle regarding the comparison of additional related texts in order to isolate
Gattungen.

1.3 'Sitz im Leben' of the 'Gattung'
An exegete cannot study the form and content of a Gattung exclusively; he should
also look into the Sitz im Leben (life setting) of the Gattung. The Sitz im Leben is
the result of the customs that were prevalent during a certain period and which had
awarded such an important role to the orators and listeners or writers and readers
that specific literary types were regarded as necessary to act as vehicle of expression
in each specific case (Koch 1974:35-43; see also Annandale 1971:18-22). In the Old
Testament world and its environment we find, for example, the activities of the cult,
legal institutions, customs and institutions of the king's court. Victory songs were
sung when the conqueror returned, laments were sung at a funeral, instructions were
delivered by the priest at the temple, et cetera (see Muilenburg 1960:229). A
specific 'institution' usua1ly is the exponent of more than one Gattung. Regarding
the Gospels, for example, the traditions about Jesus were first transmitted orally
before they were recorded in writing. During the stage of oral transmission these
traditions took on certain forms depending on the nature of the function it had in
the early Christian community (Travis 1977:154 ). Comprehensively, in New
Testament literature, we can speak of the proclamation of the good news, the
Christian worship gathering and the instruction in the faith as the Sitze im Leben of
the earliest church (see Zimmermann 1974:173). In the gospels we therefore need
to distinguish between the Sitz im Leben der alten Ki.rche and the Sitz im Leben Jesu
(see Aulen 1976).
I also feel that Richter's viewpoint regarding the recognizability of the Sitz im
Leben is too rigoristic. He claims that his viewpoint acts as corrective for the
traditional approach in this respect. Since Gunkel's time (and with inclusion of the
refinements and modifications that have been introduced over the years) the
description of the Sitz im Leben of a Gattung has been determined by two premises,
namely using as point of departure the literary form itself, and secondly the socio-
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cultural details. The first-mentioned is introduced by means of questions like the
following: Who is the author? Who are the readers? Regarding the second,
knowledge of Israel and the ancient Eastern households, socio-cultic history and the
history of religions is necessary (see Annandale 1971:22; Koch 1974:43). According
to Richter the traditional Formgeschichte introduced criteria in this regard that was
based upon 'uncharacteristic data'. He does not wish to rely on extra-textual
material of this nature, but on the data itself, which is possible through the
recognition of the rules of its own structure and through its own intentionality
(Richter 1971:145). To my mind Richter regards the danger of 'diachronism' against
which James Barr (1961) warned during the sixties, far too seriously. We should
therefore agree with Richter that the importance of synchronic analysis cannot be
emphasized enough. This is also true in respect of the description of the Sitz im
Leben of a Gattung. The latter, however, is an aspect in which diachronic
considerations should also play a role. Questions regarding the author, readers, and
socio-cultural details are necessary in order to observe the organized life setting the
structure and content of a specific Gattung refers to. Diachronic considerations
should thus always be controlled by the synchronic considerations. Synchronic
investigation provides the framework for and protection against an arbitrary lapsing
into 'diachronism' (see also Markert 1973:94 in this regard).

1.4 Function of the 'Gattung'
Richter ( 1971: 133) makes the following remark: Gattung is therefore an operational
term that is only adequately outlined by its function. What is the 'function' of the
Gattung? The question about the 'function' of the Gattung is, as formulated by
Markert, also a question regarding the relationship between the literary setting of a
concrete textual unit that is a manifestation of a specific Gattung, and the typical Sitz
im Leben of that specific Gattung (Markert 1973:95). This very important
distinction between the literary setting and the Sitz im Leben of a Gattung is the
result of the distinction made between Ia langue and La parole by Ferdinand de
Saussure (although Richter and the exponents of the new approach do not state this
explicitly). De Saussure opened new perspectives through his statement that the
phenomenon of language ( =le langage) finds expression on a social and individual
level. On a social level this is a system of signs which is applied by a specific
community to communicate by means of certain sound forms. The technical term Ia
langue ( = a language) is used to indicate this. Utterances on an individual level is
the actual application of a language. The latter is indicated by the term Ia parole.
This is the actual language activity performed by a specific person at a specific
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moment (McKnight 1978:97-81). Like the term Gattung the term Sitz im Leben is
an operational-hypothetic category dealing with the phenomenon of a language (Ia
langue). The question regarding the literary setting is only addressed when the
relevant Gattung is applied in actual language usage (Ia parole) on an individual
level. It is against this background that Markert's contribution in respect of his use
of the term literary setting gains significance. The merit of the new approach in this
regard is that in the Gattungsforschung the traditional idea of Gattung being an
extra-literary quantity is dispensed with.
As mentioned previously the question regarding the 'function' of the Gattung
is a question into the relationship between the Sitz im Leben and the literary setting
of that specific Gattung. Hoffmann (1970:341-346) rephrases the question: Is the
Gattung used 'functionally typical' (i e in accordance with the typical Sitz im Leben
of the Gattung concerned) or is the Gattung used 'functionally atypical'? Hoffmann
(and Markert) uses Amos 5:1-3 to explain the above. Amos 5:2 is a manifestation of
the Gattung 'funeral oration' which has the funeral of a person as its typical Sitz im
Leben. Admittedly the reference here is to the destruction of a nation. The death
of a person and the destruction of a nation do, however, indicate the same thing as
the reference n~,n~ shows. In this sense one may thus, in terms of Hoffmann's
terminology, refer to a 'functionally typical' use of the Gattung because there is no
change in the Sitz im Leben, only a generalization. But if the context is taken into
account as well as the fact that it is Amos who is speaking, the picture changes
totally. In Amos's time Israel was not on the verge of destruction but experiencing a
period of political growth and glory. Against this background the Gattung of the
'funeral oration' has thus in fact been used 'functionally atypical'. In this case the
question regarding the 'function' of the Gattung is as follows: Why did Amos deem
the specific Gattung of the 'funeral oration' to be suitable in this case, in other words
functional within the context?

15 The 'Gattungsgeschichte'
Another attribute of the new approach is the fact that the last facet, the
gattungsgeschichtliche, is an aspect which is the logical result of the aforementioned,
namely the question of the 'function' of the Gattung. As a whole the
gattungsgeschichtliche question is a diachronic matter. The specific methodological
position this facet occupies in the new approach should be seen against the
background of the necessary distinction between the synchronic and diachronic
methodological facets, the warning against intermingling these two facets, and the
fact that diachronism is preceded by synchronism.
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In essence Richter does not differ from the traditional Formgeschichte about
the 'what' of Gattungsgeschichte. Gunkel did mention that when literary types are
created they may, in the course of their usage, develop and consequently change, or
intermingle with others and even form new types or eventually disappear. Like
Tucker (1975:116), an exponent of the traditional approach, Richter mentions that
the Sitz im Leben is not a historical entity in the sense that a narrow determinable
historical date can be attributed to each Sitz im Leben. The Sitz im Leben is actually
bound to a specific historical period. This is especially the case when an 'institution'
of one kind or another forms part of the Sitz im Leben. Continuing along the line of
the monarchy: Its roots are in the 1 ll , its origin lies with Saul, its individualistic
character under David and Solomon, its independent realization in the Northern
and Southern Kingdom, and finally its destruction in both kingdoms. The same
cross sections may be made in respect of the Prophets. Each of these sections
demarcate a certain period. From this it may be deduced that the actual
manifestation of a Gattung is only applicable to a specific Sitz im Leben and that
changes may take place in a Gattung during the course of a Sitz im Leben. It may
therefore happen that a specific Gattung is used outside its original Sitz im Leben as
is illustrated in the above example of the monarchy. Even though the original Sitz
im Leben may have disappeared a Gattung that had originated in accordance with it
may continue to exist. However, it may also happen that a Sitz im Leben develops to
such an extent that new Gattungen become necessary. In addition to totally new
Gattungen a specific Gattung may in such a case also adopt elements from another
Gattung ( = Gliedgattung; a subordinate Gattung) in another Sitz im Leben. The
newly formed Gattung is known by the name given by Gunkel, namely a
Rahmengattung ( = all-encompassing Gattung). A specific Gattung may also adopt a
complete Gattung from another Sitz im Leben. This newly formed Gattung is known
by Gunkel's name Gattungsmischung ( = Gattung mixture). This development in the
Gattung essentially means that a new Gattung was formed because one can no
longer speak of exactly the same Gattung (Barth & Steck 1973:59, 63). The study of
these and similar phenomena is known as the gattungsgeschichtliche investigation. It
is done by comparing a specific Gattung with other samples of similar literary types.
Individual modifications applied by the author once only are of no importance
unless these modifications became active in a gattungsgeschichtliche sense. In the
new approach such gattungsgeschichtliche phenomena are connected with the
question into the 'function' of the Gattung (Markert 1973:97). However, one could
rather say that, as was mentioned earlier, the gattungsgeschichtliche question arises
from the previous question regarding the 'function' of the Gattung.
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l; hn• This whole matter regarding the gattungsgeschichtliche is also related to the
problem surrounding oral transmission that to this day receives a lot of attention in
the traditional formgeschichtliche investigations, especially in respect of the research
of the Pentateuch and Gospels. Klaus Koch wishes to add another two aspects as
part of the Gattungsforschung in addition to the gattungsgeschichtliche investigation,
namely the Traditionsgeschichte and the Redaktionsgeschichte. I feel that Barth &
Steck (1973:56) and Markert (1973:85) are not convincing when they profess to not
holding the same opinion. These two methodological facets each deserve to be
dealt with separately (Loader 1978:5), although aspects of the gattungsgeschichtliche
question may indeed display tangential points.
My preference for choosing the term Gattungsforschung as an indication of
the investigation into literary types in biblical literature need not be explained any
further in view of the terminological restrictions, weaknesses and confusion created
by the use of terms like Formgesch~chte, Formkritik, Formenkritik, Gattungskritik and
Gattungsgeschichte as it has been described in the essay thus far.

2.

TilE NEW TESTAMENT BEATITUDE AND TilE BEATITUDE SERIES
IN MATniEW 5:3-10

2.1 Introduction
The fact that the substantive 6 J.LOKapLO'J..LO<; is used in Romans 4:6 and 9 as a name
for the two sayings appearing between these two verses- sayings that have certain
formal characteristics in common - leads us to believe that we are dealing with a
fixed type of pronouncement. In their investigations into this type of
pronouncement various scholars have announced that the beatitude is one of the
most common formal pronouncements in the Greek language (see Votaw 1909:14b;
Hauck 1942:369f). Many formgeschichtliche studies have been done on beatitudes as
such. However, the traditional formgeschichtliche approach reveals some serious
defects. There is no motivation, for example, to only talk about a Gattung when
there appear to be certain formal similarities between sayings and passages. One
can only speak of a Gattung when there are at least two independent literary units
which show a characteristic relationship in respect of both structure and content
(Richter 1971:138; Markert 1973:85). To the best of my knowledge a similar study
has not been done in respect of New Testament beatitude.
In this section of this essay the New Testament beatitude and the beatitude
series is investigated as a result of what may be called a 'new approach to
Gattungsforschung' (see again arguments in previous section). At the outset it will
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be shown whether there is a Gattung like the beatitude in the New Testament, and if
this is true whether the series in Matthew 5:3-10 is representative thereof or not.
The investigation mainly consists of two parts, namely the identification of the
Gattung and secondly the determination of the Sitz im Leben and its function. The
question regarding the 'function' of the Gattung is, in contrast to the other facets of
Gattungsforschung, not of a hypothetic-operational nature but refers to a case of
actual usage. The beatitude series in Matthew 5:3-10 is used as material to illustrate
this. Much attention was given to the gattungsgeschichtliche question in the existing
formgeschichtliche investigations into the beatitude. Consequently gattungsgeschichtliche matters will be discussed very briefly.

2.2 Identification of beatitude as Gattung
A Gattung can only be identified once a typical group of literary units or passages
have been isolated. As mentioned above, this typical group consists of at least two
independent literary units or passages that are related in respect of structure and
content. Pericope demarcation and semantic structure analysis are essential in
isolating such a typical group (see again section 1.2). Because the specific literary
unit we are interested in always displays a short and fixed construction, a pericope
demarcation and structural analysis is, unlike in the larger units, unnecessary. We
only analyse the grammatical-syntactic construction and its semantics. With a view
to a comparative investigation a table consisting of all the ways in which the word
JJ.aKapw<;;, -ux, -wv and its other derivatives were formally (grammatically and
syntactically) constructed in the New Testament is given. An outline of the
semantics of the relevant word group is then given. By means of this method it will
be possible to isolate a typical group.
When comparing the different forms we are able to make a broadly based
division between the adjective, the substantive, and the verbal forms. The adjective
construction is the dominant construction.

A Substantive form:
Rm4:6
Rm4:9
Gl4:15
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Ka9an€p Kal aaulO AEY€l 'tOV JJ.aKapw}J.Ov 'tOV O:v9f>Wnou
6 JJ.aKaploJJ.o<;; ovv ov'to<;; €nl 'tflV nEpl'tOJJ.flV i1 Kal €nl 'tflV
CxKpof3uO"tiav;
nov OVV 6 JJ.aKaplO'}J.O<;; v}Jii)v;
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B. Verbal form:

lOOv yap ano 'tOU vUV J..UXKaptoooiv JJ.E nfurcxl cxl YEVEcxi·
loov JJ.O:Kcxpit:OJJ.EV 'touc; vnOJJ.ElVCXV'tCXc;· 'ttlV vnOJ.LOVi,V 'Iw~
T,KmJaCX'tE, Kcxl 1:0 'tEAoc; Kuptou ELOt'tE, chl noAuanAcxyxv<x; €a'tlV 6
'u1rlQ 1t JCUptoc; Kcxl oi.K'tlpf.UJJV.

Lk 1:48

Ja 5:11

C. The adjective form is divided into a predicative and an attributive use.

With regard to the latter there are only four examples in the whole New Testament
that also differ syntactically from one another.
a. Adjective used attributively:
Ac 26:2 1TEpl naV'tWV
€yKcxAOUJJ.CXl uno 'Iouocxlwv, ~CXO'lAEU 'Ayptnncx,
flyru..uxl EJ..UXU"tOV JJ.CXKapwv rnl aoo JJ.€Uwv crivJ.Epov anoAoyEwecxl,
1 Tm 1:11 Kat a 'tO rucxyy€AtoV 'tTl<; ~Jl(; 'tOU JJ.CXKcxpiDu 9Eo0, oEnlD"tru6r,v €yw.
1 Tm 6:15 ilv KCXlpO'U; iOiotc; OEi(n 6 JJ.CXKclpW<; Kcxl J.LOVO<; ouvaa'tfl(;, 6 ~cxcrLAE\Jc;
'tWV f}cxcrLAruOV'tWV Kcxl KUptoc; 'tWV KuplruOV'tWV,
Tt 2:13
npoaOEXOJJ.EVOl 1:i,v JJ.O:Kcxptcxv €Anwcx Kcxl €m4>clvEtav 1:Tlc; oq(Jl(; 1:ou
JJ.EYaAoU 9EOU Kcxl crwtil><>c; tiJ.L@v ' IflO'OU Xp t.c:Ttou,

wv

Adjective used predicatively:
In this grouping two types display a conspicuous difference. In the one group the
JJ.CXKclpW<;, -ta, -wv functions syntactically throughout as the logical objective in the
saying, and in the other group as the starting point of the saying.

b.

(i) Predicative adjective functioning as the logical objective in the saying:
Knv €v 1:n oEu't€p~ Knv €v 1:n 1:pi'tn ~uAa:Kn €Aen Kcxl Eupn
o\h:wc;, JJ.CXKclplOl Ei.alv EKElVOL
El 'tcxfrrcx o'i&rtE, JJ.CXKcXplOi EO"tE €av nmTttE cxirtcl.
Jn 13:17
Ac 20:35(b) JJ.VllJ.I.OVEUElV 't€ 'tWV ).6ywv 'tOU Kuptou 'I llO'OU (hl cxv-rOc;
ElnEv, MCXKapl6v EO"tlV )JilUov ol06vcxl i1 Aa:J..i.tXlvElV.
6 o€ napa:Ku~cxc; Elc; VOJ.LOV 'tEA€\OV 1:0V -rflc; fAEU9Epiac;; Kcxl
Ja 1:25
ncxpa:JJ.ELVO:c;, OVK aKpocx'tilc; €nLA1lO'J..I.OvTlc; YEVOJJ.EVO<; aua
nmll'tilc; €pyou, o\Trcx; JJ.CXKclptoc; €v 1:ij nmipEl cxirtou EO"tCXL
ru· El KO:l naaxm-rE otix OlKCXlO<riJVllV, JJ.CXKclplOL 'tOV 0€ ~v
1 Pt 3:14
cxirt@v JJ.tl ~6TttE JJ.rPE 'tcxpcxx6fi'tE,
El6vELoit:Ea9E €v 6v6JJ.CX'tl Xpw-rou, JJ.CXKapwl, o'tl 1:0 1:Tl<.;
1 Pt 4:14
OO(Jl(; KO:l 'tO 1:0U 9EoU nVEtJJJ.CX €'' vJ..L(Xc; avcxncx\JE'tCXL
Lk 12:38
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(ii)

beatitude

In respect of this grouping (where the predicative adjective J..UXKapto<;, -ux, 10v
functions syntactically as the starting point of the saying act) the following
additional grammatical and syntactical remarks may be made: The modes of
the adjective inevitably always is the nominative. The gender and the
number are determined in terms of the substantive (or the participial phrase
functioning in place of a substantive) that is described predicatively by the
adjective. Occasionally the subject the J..UXKapto<;, -ux, -wv refers to is not
disclosed. However, it can always be determined within the context. The
subject is often expanded by means of a participial phrase and the copulative
verb is often deleted. In most cases the matrix sentence is expanded by
means of a motivating subordinate clause introduced by a subordinate clause
of the on, yap or 'iva type, or a relative subordinate clause, or a temporal
subordinate clause. To summarize the syntactic and grammatical description
of this group: In this group we find a fixed syntactic construction in which the
predicative J.LaKapt.o<;;, -ta, -wv always functions as the starting point of the
saying but the rest that follows displays syntactic and grammatical variations. I

subsequently provide a table to illustrate these variations. The sayings are
first given without the motivating subordinate clauses and then with the
motivating subordinate clauses.
Without the motivating subordinate clause:
Lk 11:27 MaKcxpia ti Koi.Aia ti f3a<naaaaa aE Kat J..UX<TtOt oV<; €8Maaw;;.
Lk 11:28 MEvovv J..LaKaptm ol aKouov'tE<; "Cov Xoyov "tov 8Eov Kat
~uMaamn:E<;.

MaKaplOl ol6cj>8aAJ..LOt ol t}Xrnoll'tE<; (i t}XrnE'tE.
X€yn cxirr&J6 'hpo\J<;, "O"Ct €Wp<XKW;; J..LE nEnia"CruKw;;; J..UXKapiOt
ol J..Ltl lOOll'tE<; Kat m<n€\xrali"CE<;
Rv 14:13 Kat i\Kouaa ~WVTl<; EK "COV ovpavov AEYOUOfl<;, rpa~ov·
MaKaplOl ol VEKpot ol EV Kup~ ano8v'(laKOV"CE<; an' CXp'tl. va~
AEYEl "CO nVEVJ.UX, '(va avanoo1aov"Cal EK "CWV Konwv au"CWV' 'ttl
yap €pya cx\rrwv aKoXou8E'i J..LE't' cx\rrwv.
Rv 19:9 Kat X€yn JJ.Ol, fpa~ov· MaKaplOl ol Ei<; 'tO oE'invov "COV yaJ..LOU
"COV cipviou KEKAllJ..LEVOL Kat X€yEt J..LOl, 0\n:m ol A6ym cXAf18tvot
"COV 8Eov Elatv.
Rv 20:6 J..UXKllplO<; Kat Ciyto<; 6 €xwv J..LEPO<; EV "Cn avaa"Caan ~ npw"C"(l·
E:nt 'tOU'tWV 6 OEU'tEpo<; 8ava'to<; ovK €xn E:(ouaiav, aXX'
€aov'tal lEpEU; 'tov 8Eov Kat "COV Xpt<nov, Kat t}aaiAEuaouatv
J..LE"C • cx\rrov {"Ca} x iAta hfl.

Lk 10:23
Jn 20:29
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Kal tom) €pxoJJ.al 1:axu. JJ.aKaplOc;; 6 'tf1pwv 1:oix; X6yovc;; 1:Tlc;;
~f1'tEiac;; 1:ou tltl}Xiov 1:o\J'tov.

With the motivating lva subordinate clause:
Rv 16:15 'Ioov €pxoJJ.al We; KXE:mr,c;;. JJ.aKclplDc;; 6 yp11yop@v Kal ~v 1:a
iJJ.a'tla au1:ou, '£va JJ.fl yvJ..Lv{x; nEpma'tn KaltlX€nwalv 'tflV
aaxfli..LOO'\JVTlV a\n:o\J.
Rv 22:14 MaKcXptol ol nAUVOV'tEc;; 1:clc;; O"toAclc;; a\n:@v, '£va EO"tal Ti €~ovaia
aiJ1:wv €nl 1:0 ~uXov 1:Tlc;; ~wflc;; Kal 1:o\c;; nvA@aw Ela€X9waw
Ell; -rflv n6Xw.
With a motivating relative subordinate clause:
Mt 11:6 Kal J..LaKapl6c;; EO"tlV Oc;; €av JJ.il aKavfuAwen €v €JJ.OL
Mt 24:46 JJ.aKapLOc;; 6 oouXoc;; EK€\voc;; OV €X9wv 6 KUpLOc;; aU'tOU €Uptla€l
o\h:wc;; noto\JV'ta·
Lk 7:23
J..LaKapl6c;; EO"tlv Oc;; €av JJ.il aKavfuAwen €v EJJ.OL
Lk 12:37 JJ.aKaplO\ oi OOUAO\ EK€lVOl, ovc;; €X9wv 6 KVplOc;; €Upt1an
YPT1yopouV'tac;;·
Lk 12:43 J..LaKapLOc;; 6 oouXoc;; EK€1voc;;, OV €X9wv 6 KUplDc;; aU'tOU €Upt1an
notouV'ta o\h:wc;;·
Lk 14:15 MaKcXplDc;; &rnc;; <l>clYE'tal ap1:ov €v 'ttl llaO'lA€~ 1:0\J 9Eou.
Lk 23:29 MaKapun al O"tElpal Kalal KoLAial at ouK €y€vVTlaav Kal JJ.aO"tol
ot ouK €9pE~av.
Rm 4:7-8 MaKaplOl
a~€9J1aav al clVOJJ.lal Kat
En€KaA~9f1aav al
clJ..&.aP'tlal" JJ.aKclplDc;; a~ ov ou JJ.fl Xoyi<TI'l'ta\ KUplDc;; clJ.LaP'tlaV.
Rm 14:22 av nia't\V {ilv} €xnc;; Ka'ta aEav1:ov EXE E-vwn\Ov 1:ou 9Eou.
J..LaKclplDc;; 6 JJ.fl Kpivwv €cnrtov €v ~ OOKlJ.Lcl~El'

wv

wv

With a temporal subordinate clause or conditional €av sentence:
Mt 5:11
JJ.aKaplOi EO''t€ O'taV 6vnoiawa\V UJJ.Cic;; Kal 0\W~WO'\V Kal.
E'(nwaw nav novnp(>v Ka9' uJJ.Wv {~€uOOJJ.€VOl} EV€K€V EJJ.OU"
Lk 6:22
J..LaKclptDl EO"t€ O'taV J.LwtlaWO'lV uJJ.Cic;; ol av9pwnm
1 Cor 7:40 JJ.aKaplW'tEpa o€ Ea't\V €av oi.hwc;; JJ.ElVTI, Ka'ta 'tflV EJJ.flV
yvwJ..Lf1V, OOKW 0€ Kayw nVEUJ..La 9€0U EX€\V.
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With a motivating yap subordinate clause:
Rv 1:3 JJ.aKaptoc;; 0 avaytvwaKWV Kat ol clKO\JOV't€<;; -roue;; Aoyovc;; 'tTl<;
JtP<+rtt:i.ac; Kat ~V'tE<;; 'tel tv a\rql yEypaJJ.)J.€va, yap KalpOc;;
tyy<x;.

o

With a motivating O'tL subordinate clause:
Mt 5:3 MaKapLOL ol n-rwxot -r4i nvEUJJ.a'tl, O'tL a\rr@v ta-r tv ti fXxaLAEia
-r@v o\Jpav@v (Compare Mt 5:4-10 and Lk 6:20-21.)
Mt 13:16 v)J.Wv o€ )J.QKclplOL ol ~9aA)J.Ot O'tl t\AEflOVO'LV, Kat 'tel W'ta VJJWV
O'tl clKOOOVOLV.
Mt 16:17 anoKpt9Etc;; o€ 0 'lf\O'OV<;; ElnEV av-r4>, MaKaptoc; t:l, ILJJ.WV
Bapt.WvCi, O'tl crap~ Kat at,..La ovK cXn€KaAV~€v am ill' n<Xnl> J.LOV
otv -roU;; o\JpavoU;;.
Lk 1:45 JJ.aKapia ,; ma-rEuaaaa O'tL €o-raL 'tEAELwOL<;; -ro'U;; AEAaATVJ.EVOu;;
a\J'tij napa Kvpiov.
Ja 1:12 MaKaptoc;; avf.p Oc;; VnOJ..I.EV€l nEtpaa)J.Ov, O'tl OOKL)J.O<;; YEVOJ..I.EV<><;;
AtlJ..I.~E'taL -rov a-r€~avov 'tfl<;; ~wf1c;;, ov tnf\yytiAa-ro -ro1c;;
ayan@atv aV-r6v.

o

)()J Q.fJ .lU.J.-.U

In view of the above comparative table, the groupings under (b) (predicative
adjective) may be regarded as a typical group in spite of the fact that there is a
syntactic difference between groups (i) (predicative adjective functioning as a logical
objective in the saying) and (ii) (predicative adjective functioning as starting point in
the saying). The expressions containing the predicative adjective JJ.aKaptoc;;, -ux, -wv
presents a fixed syntactic aphoristic fonn.

Once all the relevant contexts have been investigated in respect of content
and attention is paid to both the lexical meaning and the use (for an explanation of
these terms see Van Aarde 1980b: 1-4) of the applicable words the semantics of the
word group involved may be described as follows (see also Van Aarde 1980b:11). In
all instances (fifty five times in thirty eight pericopes in the New Testament) the
word JJ.aKapux;, -La, -wv and the cognate derivatives JJ.aKapi~w and JJ.aKapta)J.Oc;;
serve as prophecies of blessing. Fifty two times it has the semantic function of
psychological events and may thus be characterized as abstract-event words (or an
explanation of terminology see Nida & Taber 1974:37). It namely expresses a
qualitative condition, yet also refers to a process. If we check the 'use' in all fiftytwo cases we find that with the exception of Acts 26:2 and Galatians 4:15, it refers to
a religious prophecy of salvation regarding joy or blessing of some nature that
implies some sort of eschatological participation. In Acts 26:2 and Galatians 4:15
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the reference is to a non-religious type of joy. The last three cases (1 Tm 1:11; 6:15
and Tt 2: 13) may be typified as a 'pure' abstract. Their 'uses' are different in that it
refers to a predicate characteristic of God in the first two cases while the other
refers to a predicate characteristic of an impersonal gift from God.
The predicative adjective J.UXKapwc;, -La, -wv in the sayings we have isolated
above as a typical group displays the same tendency in content: It is an abstractevent word indicating a psychological process of a prophecy of joy referring to the joy
eschatological participation brings about.
With this I have argued that the literary expression under discussion
represents an identified Gattung. It may be labelled the Gattung 'beatitude'.

2.3 Identification of the beatitude series as Gattung
In Matthew 5:3-10 we find that the beatitude is collected as a series of eight sayings
within a finely and artfully constructed pericope (see Van Aarde 1980b:5-7). Klaus
Koch (1974:21-23) is of the opinion that a gattungsgechichtliche past lies hidden
behind this beatitude series. He believes that the beatitude did not originate as a
series but as single aphorisms. They were collected as a series at some later stage.
When the development of a specific Gattung brings about a change of literary form
one can no longer speak of the same literary form (see Van Aarde 1980a:69-71).
Implicitly Koch's belief that the beatitude series is the result of a geschichtliche
development also holds that there is a possibility that the series as such represents a
Gattung in its own right. The aspect of Geschichtlichkeit cannot be introduced as
criterion to identify Gattungen (Richter 1970:216). The gattungsgeschichtliche
question which is essentially diachronic is a facet of Gattungsforschung with its own
specific methodological place which it only gains towards the end. However, Koch's
remarks force us to try to determine, on a synchronic basis, whether or not the
beatitude series in Matthew 5:3-10 represents a Gattung.
Keeping the above objective in mind it is necessary once more to check all
cases in the New Testament that may possibly be combined in a typical group.
Because I gave an explanation of the structure of the series in Matthew 5:3-10 in
another article (see Van Aarde 1980b:4-7) it will not be repeated. The following
cases subsequently deserve attention.
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U 6:20-22; 24-26

MCXKaplOl ol mwxo~ o·n U)J£'tEpa €crdv,; fXxalAE'Ux 'tOV 9E'OV.
J.UXKQpLOl ol nE'lvwvn~<; v\Jv, O'tl XClf>'taa9i}aE"a9€.
J.UXKapLOl oliCAaioV'tE'<; v\Jv, O'tl y€AO:o€'t€.
JJ.aKapLOi EO''tE' O'taV JllOtlOWOlV UJJ.Cl<; ol avSpwnOL, Kal O'taV
Q4>opiawolV u~ Kai6v€LBiawolV Kal E~lV 'tO OVOJ.La iJJJ.@v We;;
noVfl>Ov EVE'Ka 'toV uiov 'toV av9p<ilnou·
TIAT,v oiJal. UJJ.lV 'to'U; nAoUO'iot.c;;, O'tl tmEX€'t€ n1v na.pclKA.r)<nV iJJJ.@v.
oiJal. UJJ.lV, ol EJJ.nrnAflO'JJ.EVOL v\Jv, O'tl nE'lVOO€'t€.
000~ ol Y€AWV'tE'<; vVV, chl n€v9i}a€'t€ Kal. KAaOO€'tE'.
o\xxl. (hav iJJ.L{i<; Ka).@<; €'lnwolV n<XV't€<; oi av9pwnm, Kata 'ta aU'ta
yap rnoiouv 'to'U; ~~irtat.c;; oi nat€p€<; cnrc@v.
In this section we find a series of four beatitudes as opposed to four corresponding
woe-cries. This section fills exactly the same position in Luke's Sermon on the Plain
that it does in Matthew's Sermon on the Mount. Regarding their content the four
beatitudes of this section largely correspond with four of the series in the Gospel of
Matthew. It should be accepted - and indeed is - that there is a common source
behind these pronouncements. In the Lukan passage (the 'beatitude' accompanied
by the corresponding 'woe-cry') we find a familiar and well-developed literary
product of a specific nature (see Dodd 1968:3-4). In this the Gattung 'beatitude' and
the Gattung 'woe-cry' serves as form elements (Gliedgattungen) of an expanded
Gattung that can be labelled not only as a Rahmengattung but also as a
Gattungsmischung (see again section 1.5 above for an explanation of these terms).
Luke applies this Gattungsmischung in a series of four.
Whatever the original form of the beatitudes had been like in the common
source, it is clear that in both the Matthean and Lukan pericopes the aphoristic
beatitude was compiled in the form of a series. Although the two sections are not
identical in terms of content and form their similarities are such that they may be
typified as a typical group. Indeed, units need not be templates of one another in
order to be grouped as a specific Gattung. In this regard Richter (1971:138) refers
to units that are 'similar or related' in respect of each other. In view of the fact that
one can only talk about a Gattung when at least two independent literary units are
similar in respect of structure and content; the fact that the two passages concerned
depend on a common source does not act as a disqualification for not calling the
'series' a Rahmengattung. In Luke 6:20ff and Matthew 5:3ff we find the totally
independent work of two different authors who (although they relied on the same
source) were not dependent on each other with regard to their literary work.
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(b) u 11:27-28

•Ey€V€1:0 o€ E:v '[&> AEYElV aU'tOV 'taV'ta E:mxpaaa 'tu; cJiwvilv yvtn1
EK 'tOV OXAOV ElnEV au't&>, MaKapia,; Kot.Aia,; t}aa'taaaaa O'E Kal
J.UXO"tOt o\X; €9f\Aaaac;.
a\Tr(x;; 0€ ElnEv, MEvovv J.UXKcXplOl ol aKooov-rE<; 'tov Aoyov 'tov 9Eov
Kat ~VAaO'O'OV'tE<;.
In Luke 11:27-28 two beatitudes are found in two consecutive cola. The second
beatitude is opposed to the first in antithetical parallelism. Jesus shows that true
'blessedness' ( = eschatological joy) does not lie in being his mother but in hearing
and observing his teachings.
(c) U 12:37,38,43

J.LaKaplol ol ooDAol €KE1vol, ov<; €A9wv 6 Kvplo<; EupflaEl
YPTlYopovv-rac;·
Kliv E:v 'tTI OEV'tEpc;l Kliv E:v 'tTI 'tpl't'fl ~VAaKTI EA9'fl Kat Evpn ov'twc;;,
J.UXKcXplOl EWlV EKElVOL
J.LaKaplO<; 6 oouAo<; €KE1vo<;, ov €A9wv 6 Kvplo<; au'tou EupflaEl
nOlOVV'ta OiJ't<J.X;·
In this section three beatitudes are found within the same pericope {12:35-48).
Although these do not appear consecutively there is a logical connection between
them. The middle beatitude functions (in contrast to the other two) syntactically as
the logical objective in the saying. We may indeed now refer to a balanced 'series'.
Significantly the beatitudes in this section time and again are a summary of the
content of the scopus of the pericope.
(d) U23:29

on i.Oou €pxov-ralliJ.L€pal €v aU; E:pooow, MaKaplal al O"tElpal Kat al
Kot.Aial at ouK €y€vVflO'aV Kat J.UXO"tOt o'l ouK €9pE~av.
It is a possibility that the word J.LaKaptol has to be seen as having a constituent
connection with the object J.UXO"tOt in the deep structure with the result that we find
two separate subcola in the superstructure that are dependent on E:povalV. This
would then imply that we have two beatitudes in this section that follow directly on
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each other but that the deletion of the latter has to be assumed. In my opinion
deletion is not present in this case because o-tEtpal Ka~ alKoiAim and J.UXC:T[ot have
to be regarded as a semantic unit having exactly the same referential meaning. The
same is true in respect of Matthew 13:16.
(e) Rm4:7-8

wv a,E-e,aav

wv

MaKaplOl
al QVOJ..Lial Kat
€nEKaAu,e,aav al
a,_wp-riar J.WKCcpLOC; avrp OU oV J..Lft Al>yimrtalKUpLOC; a,_wp-riav.
This section is a citation of Psalm 32:1-2 which was taken over from the Septuagint
word for word, with the exception of the last stichos of the Hebrew which were not
quoted. If the hemystics are not taken into consideration there are two consecutive
beatitudes in this section.
(f) Rv 1:3

J..LaKaplO<;; 6 avaylVWOKWV Kal ol aKOUOV"t€<;; "tOV<;; ~6yov<;; "ttl<;
np~fll:Ela<;; Kat "tflPOVV"t€<;; "ta EV av-rn yEypaJ..LJ..LEVa, 6 yap Kalp(x;
€yy(x;.
In this case three beatitudes appear in the deep structure. The last two beatitudes
were deleted in the surface structure. The question, however, is whether a case of
this nature may be recorded as a series. It is also true in respect of Revelations
16:15 where the possibility of deletion exists.
The logical conclusion that may be drawn from the above information is that
the Gattung 'beatitude' is frequently used in the New Testament in combinations of
which the similarities are such that we may say that a 'beatitude series' was built up. It

appears in a 'pure' form in two sections (Mt 5:3-10 and Lk 6:20ff). Syntactically
Romans 4:7-8 is the closest to the series found in the above two passages. Although
Luke 11:27-28 and 12:35-48 are not a series in the same sense as the above, there is a
related comparison in that the beatitudes display a logical sequence in the relevant
pericopes. The differences between the rest of the cases that were investigated are
of such a nature that they cannot be regarded as belonging to this isolated typical
group. Klaus Koch thus methodologically put the cart before the horse when he
maintained that one should assume a gattungsgeschichtliche development from a
single aphorism to a series. From our synchronic investigation it did, however,
emerge that the Gattung 'beatitude' is applied as an element of form within the
Rahmengattung 'beatitude series'.
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Four other cases which fall outside the New Testament but are part of the
Judaic literature, have come to my attention and strengthen the thesis that in
Matthew 5:3-10 and Luke 6:20ffwe are dealing with a Gattung of own character:
In Sirach 25:7-11 the Gattungsmischung is unmistakable. The author
combines the aphoristic 'beatitude' with ten, the wisdom 'numerical saying'. This
means that he is forced to structure the beatitude as a series in order to arrive at the
number ten. In the introduction (verse 7) he announces the blessing (EJ..UXKclpl~a)
arising from ten types of human benediction and which at the same time imply a
correct ethical life. Although the expression (J..UXKclpLO<; 6 &iva) is used twice only
the effect is that of ten beatitudes which are constructed symmetrically around the
two expressions.
In 2 Slavonic Enoch 42:6-14 (see Charles 1913:457) we find a series of nine
beatitudes, and in chapter 52:1-16 (see Charles 1913:461-462) a series of seven
where each is alternated with a corresponding 'woe-cry'. In both sections the term
'righteousness' functions prominently. See 42:11 ('Blessed is who sows the seeds of
righteousness, for he shall reap sevenfold') and 52:16 ('And now, children, keep your
hearts from unrighteousness, that you may inherit the weighing-scale of the light
into eternity').
Thus both passages display similarities in content with both the Matthean
and Lukan pericopes. If it is taken into account that the Slavonic Enoch book is
dated around the time of the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, and that both
manuscripts at our disposal are based upon an earlier Greek translation of, possibly,
a Hebrew original (see Rost 1971:83-84), it serves to strengthen my thesis that we
are dealing with the same literary product as in the 'beatitude series' of Matthew
5:3-10.
Lastly I refer to a hymn from the Geonic period which probably originated in
the time of the Talmud (see Daube 1956:198). In this hymn there is a series of ten
sayings in which God is addressed as 1'11~ and'')~ (the equivalent of the Greek
J..LaKapl<><;;, -la, -lOv) are semantically interchangeable. The first includes the
additional supplementary component that God may be included as object of blessing
while this is not the case with the latter (see the notes in Hatch & Redpath
1954:892). Keeping this in mind it is quite possible that this hymn may at least have
some formal connection with the identified beatitude series in Matthew 5:3-10.
Daube (1956:198-200) also wants to prove this.
24 1be Sitz im Leben of the New Testament beatitude
The term Sitz im Leben should not be recorded as a historical entity in the sense
that a fixed historical date is determinable in respect of each Sitz im Leben. More
than likely the Sitz im Leben is related to a specific historical period (see Tucker
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1975:116). This is one of the reasons why the question regarding the Sitz im Leben
of a formula like the beatitude within the New Testament is not that simplistic.
Indeed, if it could be determined that some of the beatitudes in the Gospels are
ipsissima verba Jesu then the question regarding the Sitz im Leben Jesu could also be
formulated. And should it be evident that there are beatitudes in the New
Testament that should be recorded as Gemeindebildung (see Bultmann 1970:115;
Koch 1974:53), then the question regarding the Sitz im Leben der a/ten Kirche should
be asked again. We shall have to accept that the evangelist Matthew stood in the
center of the early Christian congregation and that he most probably had written his
Gospel with his congregation in mind (Klijn 1968:45). In respect of this matter in
general the early Christian kerugma, the early Christian congregation, and the early
Christian catechesis should in all probability be regarded as the Sitze im Leben der
a/ten Kirche (Zimmermann 1974:173).
Koch (1974:36) points out that it is no longer known at which occasion in the
early Christian congregation the beatitude was delivered. The Old Testament
custom to use beatitudes as the introduction to a wisdom argument and the
positioning of the beatitude series in Matthew 5 as the introduction to the Sermon
on the Mount and in Luke as the introduction to the Sermon on the Plain leads him
to believe that it appeared within the framework of the Predigtgottesdienst, and then
as the Ausgangstext of the preaching to the congregation.
In this regard Joachim Jeremias (1963:21) has a very interesting theory. In
view of the broad distinction made between kerugma and ot&xxil in the early church
where the kerugma is the preaching to the heathen of salvation in Christ, and the
ot&xxil is an instruction to the Christian congregation with the same content as the
kerugma, Jeremias (1963:21) regards the whole Sermon on the Mount as a classic
example of an early Christian ot.Oaxt1. To Jeremias the Sitz im Leben der a/ten
Kirche of the Sermon on the Mount is to be found in the catechetic instruction to the
post-baptismal Christians. The evangelist thus had a parenetical objective when
collecting the various isolated logia which the Sermon on the Mount was supposed
to have been constituted from originally. The logical conclusion is that if the
Sermon on the Mount is a catechetic instruction given to baptised members or to
postbaptismal Christians, it had to be preceded by something else. 'It was preceded
by the proclamation of the Gospel; and it was preceded by conversion, by being
overpowered by the Good News' (Jeremias 19.63:24 ). The 'Good News' that
precedes the collected sayings of the Sermon on the Mount is therefore the
preaching of the Messiah. Jesus is the messiah-king, and as such, he speaks with
authority in the Sermon on the Mount: '(l]t is as if to every saying of the Sermon on
the Mount we must supply the protasis: "your sins are forgiven (Matt 9:2)"
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(Jeremias 1963:29). This 'Good News', the 'protasis', is the kerugma and according
to Jeremias the presumption should be that it precedes each logion throughout the
Sermon on the Mount (5l&xxfl).
The kerugma is now followed by the didache. Moreover, the protasis
is only ostensibly missing: It is found in the beginning of the Sennon on
the Mount in the fonn of the beatitudes (5:3-12), and in the sayings on
the glory of discipleship (5: 13-16). These two sections concern the
whole Sermon just as in a mathematical formula a number before a
bracket. They concern every saying in the Sennon on the Mount, they
are simply not repeated every time.
(Jeremias 1963:30; italics by Jeremias)
To Jeremias the implication is that the beatitude series played an important role in
baptism in the early church. G Braumann ( 1960:259) also indicated that baptism
was the Sitz im Leben of the beatitude series. According to him it is clear that the
Sitz im Leben of the Sermon of the Mount should be seen as that of baptizm.
Jeremias' finding in respect of the positional function of the beatitude series
in Matthew 5 in certain instances bears a striking resemblance to my own results in
this regard (see Van Aarde 1980b:10). However, the theories of Jeremias and
Braumann in respect of the Sitz im Leben of the beatitude series remain hypotheses
which cannot be proven beyond any doubt. It therefore does not seem possible to
give a definite indication of the congregational Sitz im Leben of the New Testament
beatitude. Even the fact that a large number of these figure syntactically as the
departure point of a saying (see Klaus Koch) is not sufficient to record the
congregational Sitz im Leben of the beatitude as the liturgical Ausgangstext of the
Predigtgottesdienst ( = sermon). According to Richter (1971:145) the Sitz im Leben
should be inferred from the structure and content of the Gattung- if possible (see
also Van Aarde 1980a:67). With regard to the New Testament beatitude its
structure and content unfortunately are not sufficient to enable one to identify its
specific congregational Sitz im Leben. The New Testament contexts in which the
beatitude occurs differ in respect of content. On the one hand the beatitude is used
on the basis of the suffering the addressed person has to endure as a result of
'enemies', and on the other it is used in terms of a correct ethical life. The content
element that is, in fact, constantly present in the beatitudes of the New Testament is
that the beatitude is a religious prophecy of blessing that bears relation to
eschatological salvation. It appears as if we will have to be content with a vague
indication in respect of the Sitz im Leben of the New Testament beatitude: The early
Christian eschatological salvation kerugma.
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2.5 The function of the beatitude series in Matthew 5:3-10
The question regarding the 'function' of the Gattung is the question regarding the
relationship between the literary setting of a concrete textual unit which is a
manifestation of a specific Gattung, and the typical Sitz im Leben of that Gattung
(Markert 1973:95). In other words, the question regarding the literary setting only
comes up for discussion when we deal with the application of the specific Gattung in
the actual use of the language. Thus the question regarding the 'function' of a
Gattung is also the question whether the Gattung has been used 'functional typical'
or 'functional atypical' in a concrete situation (Hoffman 1970:344 ). With this
question the traditional view that a Gattung is an extra-literary entity is dispensed
with in Gattungsforschung. We now focus our attention on the function of the
beatitude series in Matthew 5:3-10.
The pericope Matthew 5:3-10 fills a special position within its broader
context, namely Matthew 4:23-9:35 (see Van Aarde 1980b:7-10). The latter section
forms a circular composition. The identical introduction (4:23) and conclusion
(9:35) give an indication of the dominant content of the passage by means of three
participial phrases (olM:mc@v, JCll>Uaa@v, 9Epanruwv). This is a didactic motif, a
kerygmatic motif and a healing motif. The healing motif comes to the fore mainly in
the miracle stories of chapters 8 and 9. The didactic motif features prominently in
the Sermon on the Mount (chapters 5-7). The miracle stories are also punctuated
by stories of Jesus' instructions. The pericope under discussion (5:3-10) forms the
exordium of the Sermon on the Mount. Within this particularly prominent
structural-semantic positional unit Matthew makes use of a specific Gattung, namely
the beatitude. Repetition changes it into a form element of a new Gattung - the
beatitude series.
The typical Sitz im Leben of the beatitude is ideally suited to the evangelist.
This typical Sitz im Leben was described above as a prophecy of blessing which
should be seen as an eschatological salvation kerygma. The kerygmatic quality of
the beatitude series (the exordium of the Sermon on the Mount) also provides
kerygmatic quality to the rest of the didactical dimension in the Sermon on the
Mount. And because the didactic passages are alternated with the miracle stories
(especially healings) in a broader context (of which the Sermon on the Mount is the
first section) these didactic passages should also be determined kerygmatically.
Consequently this is also true in respect of the alternating miracle stories.
Summarized it means that the kerygmatic motif finds its place in the broader
context within the beatitude series.
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It has now become obvious that in the context under discussion few other
Gattungen would have been more functional and effective than the beatitude, and
then in the form of a series. The literary setting of the beatitude series in Matthew
5:3-10 therefore indicates that this Gattung has been applied particularly 'functional
typical'.

2.6 1be G~e of the New Testament beatitude
The beatitude as a specific fixed Greek literary formula is not only to be found in
the New Testament. In addition to the numerous examples in classic Greek (see
Hauck 1942:365-366) and in Hellenistic Greek outside the New Testament (see
Kahler 1976:48-50, 52-53}, there are forty-six examples in the Septuagint that meet
the requirements we had set for those that had been classified as a typical group in
the New Testament on the basis of a formal investigation. Thirty seven of the forty
six cases are a reproduction of the equivalent Hebrew'~ formula. Twenty one
examples are to be found in Psalms, six in Proverbs, three in Isaiah, and one each in
Deuteronomy, 1 Kings, 2 Chronicles, Trito-Isaiah, Job, Ecclesiastes and Daniel. In
Romans 4:7-8 we also find a quote from the Septuagint of Ps 32:1-2. These facts
lead us to believe that the New Testament beatitude, in fact, has a history. But this
history should not be searched for in the literature of classic Greece or that of the
Hellenistic world (Koch1974:23); it should be searched for in the Old Testament via
the Septuagint, and in the Judaic literature. The investigations done by Walter
Kaser (1970:225-250) as well as Waldemar Janzen (1965:215-226) in respect of the
form and content of the '~pronouncements within the Old Testament serve as
an illustration of this.
However, this does not mean that the Old Testament '~formula has to
correspond with the New Testament beatitude in all respects. Kaser, in fact,
indicated in no uncertain terms that there was no such grammatical similarity.
Grammatically the word 'J~ for example, is a status constructus plural and is
independent from its following nomen in respect of number, gender and mode - in
contrast to its New Testament equivalent (Kaser 1970:230). With regard to syntax
and content there are marked similarities although the '~formula can only in a
certain sense be regarded as the prototype of the New Testament beatitude.
Syntactically Kaser indicated that the word 'J~ generally forms the climax
of the saying that follows it and is consequently emphasized. In addition Klaus Koch
(1974:8) indicated that there are examples in which the word 'J~ figures as the
logical aim of the saying (see Pr 14:21; 16:20; 29:18). (Kaser asks whether these
three examples from Proverbs should not rather be regarded as a stylistic peculiarity
of the redactor.)
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These facts correspond very closely with the New Testament beatitude. Yet
this is not all; there are other important syntactic similarities. The '')~ formula.
often appears only as a single saying without embedded extensions, as is the case
with the New Testament beatitude (compare Ps 34:9b t:lilQO~ 1~~iJ '~with
Lk 14:15 MaKapw<;; oon<;; ~ye--talQp'tOV E:v 'tU l}aaLAE~ 'tOU 8Eou). In other
cases the matrix sentence is expanded by means of a relative subordinate clause (
compare Ps 94:12a i=l~ 'i3:)fil~J;J1~ 1~~iJ '')~with with Mt 11:6 J.UXKapwc:;
E:anv 0<;; E:av J.LTt aKav&xAwen E:v EJ.LOi), or by means of a motivating subordinate
clause (compare Is 3:10 'iJJK' Dt}'i7~lJ '"J;J'~ '~'~ P':t~ 'i1~ with Mt
5:2b-3 E:oi&xaKEV au'tov<;; X€ywv, MaKaplOl ol n'twxol 't&"i nvEUJ.UX'tl, O'tl aiJ'twv
EO'tlV ti l}aaLAEla 'tWV oupav@v). (The reading in the textual apparatus of Biblia
Hebraica is accepted and thus we read '~'~instead of J'D'~.) Sometimes the
'~formula extends over two or three stichos. It should then be assumed that the
word ')~~appears in each of these stichos (compare Pr 3:13 K~Q D')~ ')~
il~'iJ~ P'~~ D)~) ilQ~O with Rv 1:3 J.LaKaplo<;; 0 avayLvwaKWV Kal ol
aKoOOV'tE<;; 'to\Jc;; X6ym.x;; 'tTl<; npoci>TTtEia<;; Kal 'tfl>OUV'tE<;; 'ta E:v a\TtU yEypaJ.LJ..LEVa,
yap Kalpix; E:yy(x;). The content range of the '~formula often reaches further
than the saying in which it appears (compare Ps 41:2-4 with Mt 16:17-19). The latter
two examples of the ')~ formula form part of the group Kaser ( 1970:225-229)
called 'bound beatitudes'. He classified all the Old Testament examples in the
Septuagint as 'bound beatitudes' and 'unbound beatitudes'. He included the
Wisdom of Jesus son of Sirach (in which four examples of the so-called 'bound
beatitudes' appear) in this classification. The frequency of the latter group is also
the highest. Because the range of the 'bound beatitudes' reaches across stichos
and/or cola we may accept it as a fact that the majority of the Old Testament
beatitudes (including the Septuagint and Judaic literature) contain the principle of
expansion within themselves.
Regarding the content aspect of the Old Testament '~ formula W Kaser
(1970:249) came to the following conclusion:

o

Sie ist Verkiindigung der durch Gnade geschaffenen, durch Gnade
aufrechterhaltenen, durch Gnade dem eschatologischen Ziel
entgegengefiihrtenen Relation zwischen Gott und Mensch im
Lebensbund der Gnade; dies gilt auch und gerade von den iiberaus
zahlreichen thorabezogenen Makarismen. Im Blick auf den gestern,
heute und morgen sich treubleibenden Herrn des Bundes ist die
makarismische Verkiindigung wesenhaft eschatologisch. Dass das
eschatologische Ziel oft auf eine innergeschichtliche Zukunft verkiirzt
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erscheint - eine Beobachtung, die der ntl. Seligpreisung fremd ist spricht nog einmal dafiir dass der Gott dieses Bundes (und also dieser
Relation) der Herr aller Geschichte ist. Im Blick auf ibn ist die
Existenz des Menschen in dieser Relation (der ntl. Seligpreisung
wiederum so gut wie unbekannt) als die des vom Gesetz Jahwes
umhegten Lebens beschrieben. Die drei fur den alt. Makarismus
wesentlichen Momente der Relation, der eschatologischen
Orientierung und der Verkniipfung des Heilszuspruches in die Thora
als der Form des Lebens aus Jahwe lassen sich mehr oder minder
ausgepragt. Darin aber klingen die makarismischen Zeugnisse des
AT und NT in eins zusammen: Seligpreisung ist Lobpreis der
heilschaffenden Gnade Gottes am erwiih/ten Menschen.
(Kaser 1970:249; his emphasis)
The roots of the New Testament beatitude are to be found in the Old Testament.
The examples of the beatitude series in the New Testament (as well as those in
Sirach 25:7-11, 2 Slav En 42:6-14 and 52:1-16) probably found tangential points in
the 'bound beatitudes' of the Old Testament. In this way a section of Old
Testament kerygma continued into the New Testament- even though it was filled
with new content.
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